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1. Abstract
This thesis describes a framework to anonymize social media applications, like 
Facebook. It takes into consideration the users’ desire for personalized content while 
maintaining privacy in a way that would not negatively affect the applications. The framework, 
named Whoville, acts as a middleman between Facebook and its apps: distributing meaningful 
anonymous profiles instead of private ones. This thesis describes how Whoville is built and how 
it works, in an attempt to demonstrate how Facebook might successfully implement a similar 
framework.
2. Introduction
Privacy and security have been prominent concerns to users of the web, especially 
recently with social media platforms like Facebook. Users want feature-rich, personalized 
content, but are uncomfortable with how services acquire the information necessary to serve 
that personalized content. More importantly, they are concerned about how their personal 
information may be used for purposes other than targetted content. The user’s ideal service, 
then, would know enough about the user to provide personalized content, but not enough to 
identify or know who the actual user is.
 
On the other hand, a service like Facebook can only serve personalized content if it 
knows content about the user. In Facebook’s current business model, their primary source of 
revenue comes from serving ads. The more relevant an ad is to a user, the more likely that user 
will use the ad, which results in profit for Facebook. Similarly, Apps running on Facebook’s App 
Platform require information about a user to personalize an experience, and often also generate 
revenue. The current model for Facebook and Apps running on Facebook is to acquire as much 
information about a user as possible to better provide personal content.
 
It would seem the user and service (Facebook/Apps) are at odds. Whoville is an attempt 
to show how both the user and the service may accomplish their goals without compromise. 
Whoville acts as a layer between Facebook and it’s App Platform to anonymize a user’s 
information to be used by the App. With anonymized information, an App is able to acquire 
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enough information about a user to personalize content, but not enough to know exactly who 
that user is. This way, the user receives personalized content, but need not worry about the 
consequences of this personalization.
 
3. Overview of Whoville
Whoville’s mission is to demonstrate how users and applications can mutually benefit 
from anonymity. Facebook was chosen as a desirable platform because of its current popularity 
and its recent stance of privacy protection. Facebook has come a long way in protecting its 
users, but has left a breach in its security with Facebook Apps and the permissions they acquire 
from users.
 
Whoville is itself a Facebook App and is accessed from within Facebook. Its purpose 
is to act as a middleman between Facebook and apps that use Facebook (such as Farmville). 
Instead of an app like Farmville accessing Facebook directly for a user’s data, however, it would 
query Whoville. Whoville, having access to a user’s information, then anonymizes the user’s 
data and responds with an anonymous profile for the requesting app’s use. The app may then 
serve content specific to that anonymous profile, and the user may enjoy personalized content. 
Details to follow.
 
Figure 1) This illustrates how Whoville works as a middleman to Facebook and Apps.
1) Start: App queries for a user’s profile.
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2) End: Whoville responds with an anonymous profile of a user.
Note: Whoville asks for user profiles from Facebook continuously, not synchronously with an 
App request.
4. Details of Whoville
4.1 The App
Whoville is hosted on a server separate from Facebook and therefore may function on 
its own. Facebook’s Developer app is used to link the two together: so that a user can access 
Whoville from within Facebook. When a user accesses Whoville from Facebook, Facebook 
sends Whoville the user’s Facebook ID in the form of an HTTP Post, and then shows Whoville’s 
canvas in an iframe. Because apps are shown in Facebook’s iframe, the user may access 
Whoville without leaving Facebook (See Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2) Shows Whoville hosted in Facebook’s iframe. The user may interact with Whoville and 
Facebook, simultaneously.
 
When a user accesses Whoville for the first time, he will be redirected to a permissions 
authorization page. Currently, Whoville asks for all possible permissions: private profile 
information, private chats, private messages, etc (more about this in the Discussion section). 
When the user accepts, Facebook generates a token to link a user’s Facebook ID to Whoville. 
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The token effectively identifies a session that an app may use to access the user’s accepted 
permissions. Subsequent accesses by the user will skip this authorization step because 
Whoville has the token. 
 
After a user is authenticated, he enters Whoville and is greeted with the App Community 
page as seen in Figure 2. Please note the look and feel throughout the app, as it is styled to 
look like Facebook. From this page the user may choose to access apps linked to the Whoville 
platform. There are two types of apps that may be accessed this way: native and third-party.
 
 
Figure 3) Shows Native Apps packaged with Whoville. Third-party Apps are standalone and 
linked to from Whoville.
4.1.1 Native Apps
A native app is packaged as a part of Whoville (as shown in Figure 3). This means it 
runs on the same process as Whoville, and has access to anonymous and un-anonymous 
profiles. Currently there are two native apps to use these features: Profile App and Developer 
App.
The Profile App is a showcase of Whoville’s anonymization and is critical to Whoville’s 
mission. It displays what Whoville has acquired from Facebook about the user on the left, and 
contrasts it with the generated anonymous profile on the right. The purpose of this app is to 
demonstrate A) how much private information is acquired from Facebook and B) what an app 
using Whoville’s anonymous data would be able to know about the current user. More about this 
in the Anonymization section. See Figure 4 below for a screen shot.
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 Figure 4) Shows a screenshot of the Profile App.
 
The second native app, the Developer App, is also critical for Whoville. Since a goal is 
to demonstrate how Facebook might operate with apps using anonymous profiles, Whoville 
must “host” third-party apps of its own. The Developer App acts like Facebook’s Developer 
app, which links together third-party apps with Whoville. As seen in Figure 5A below, a user 
with ‘developer’ status may create, delete, or update one or more apps. When the user creates 
an app, he need only input a few details about the application, similar to what Facebook 
requires, and submit it. The app will then show up in the App Community page, where other 
users may add and then interact with it. More about this to follow in User Management section.
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Figure 5A) Shows a screenshot of Developer App’s app management screen.
 
Figure 5B) Shows a screenshot of Developer App’s ‘Create New’ screen.
 
4.1.2 Third-party Apps
As illustrated back in Figure 3, third-party apps are standalone apps in their own 
right. This means they may function without Whoville; similar to Whoville functioning without 
Facebook. Following Facebook’s approach, Whoville “hosts” a third-party app in an iframe. 
Unlike Facebook, however, the ID of the current user, which would be used to acquire 
anonymous profile information, is sent to the app in the form of an HTTP Get (not a Post). When 
a user clicks a third-party app’s link from the Community Page, Whoville’s contents are cleared 
from the canvas, and the contents of the app is loaded from within Whoville’s empty iframe. 
This means an app is encapsulated in an iframe of Whoville’s which is itself encapsulated in an 
iframe of Facebook’s, as illustrated below. 
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Figure 6) Shows 3rd-party apps hosted in a Whoville iframe, which itself is hosted in a 
Facebook iframe.
 
The Timeline App, discussed later, is a third-party app intended to showcase a third-
party app’s capabilities.
4.2 The back-end
Whoville is built as a Java application. It uses the Restlet library to construct an 
annotation-based restful servlet that may be accessed publicly. Hibernate, JDBC, and Derby are 
used to persist and manage user models, application models, and connections. When a page 
is requested, Freemarker templates are used to interpolate variables into the HTML response. 
Also, the RestFB library, which is the most popular and current Facebook API wrapper, is used 
to interact with Facebook -- from setting up the initial authorization, to crawling user profiles for 
data. 
 
Continuously, Whoville is crawling user profiles and their friends’ public information for 
data and storing the connections in a Derby database. When a new user has added Whoville 
as a Facebook app, the user is placed on a queue of profiles to crawl and scrape. As the 
crawler navigates that new profile, it finds public information of friends and adds those profiles 
to the queue, as well. This is how Whoville fills out its connections and is the basis for how 
anonymization is conducted. This means when an anonymous profile is requested from the 
web app, it may respond quickly because it only checks connections in the database. It does 
not need to request information from Facebook, wait for a response, and then finally begin the 
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anonymizer.
 
An added benefit to using Java is its portability. Maven is used as Whoville’s package 
manager, which downloads library dependencies and then packages Whoville with its 
dependencies into a .jar file. This jar file is easily distributed and may be run with a single 
command on a server with the JVM installed. More about this to come in the Development 
Details section.
 
4.2.1 Anonymizer
You may have noticed a seemingly very personal field show up in Figure 4’s anonymous 
profile: the name Kyle Poole. This was a side-effect of introducing a duplicate profile. Currently, 
Whoville’s anonymizer uses a K=2 restriction. This means it will scour the database looking for 
two or more connections with the same subset of attributes. When a test-profile with attributes:
 
birthday: 06/05/1987
name: Kyle Poole
gender: male
interested_in: female
education: Northern Arizona University
 
was introduced into the database, the anonymizer saw a match between this test-profile and 
the original Kyle Poole profile. K=2 was used as a testing value, and is not recommended for a 
production-worthy implementation. More on this in the Discussion and Future Work sections.
 
The anonymizer uses the Jena library. Find out more about this in Aaron Beach’s “q-
Anon: Practical Anonymity for Social Networks” article.
 
4.2.2 User management
User management of permissions, identity, and linking between a user’s Facebook ID 
and Whoville ID is done with the keyManager and keyMapper. Once a user accepts Whoville’s 
permissions, Facebook redirects the user to our service with a Facebook Token. This token is 
used to access a user’s information. It is important to note that tokens are made specifically to 
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link a user and an app. Whoville’s user management takes this token, sha-256’s it to produce 
a ‘whoId’. The whoId is Whoville’s equivalent Facebook ID, which is used to identify a user. 
While in Whoville, if a user decides to add an app, session management is used again to 
produce a ‘whoToken’. This token is like that of Facebook’s, in that it links a whoUser with a 
Whoville app. We mirror this token-approach because it keeps Whoville’s application-to-user 
base exclusive.
 
4.2.3 API
Whoville has a primitive, public restful API which has two routes: /users returns a list 
of current Whoville user IDs, and /users/ID returns the anonymous profile of the ID in JSON 
format. This API is a bit of a hack since it does not use the whoToken mentioned above, but 
was necessary to rapidly prototype the Timeline App.
4.3 Development details
All code is hosted on projectlocker.com using Git. After cloning the repo, package the jar 
with ‘mvn package’. Note the importance of config files in the resources/ directory.
 
4.3.1 Facebook Developer config
Recently, Facebook began forcing apps to host their apps over SSL. A secure canvas 
URL is required beginning with ‘https://’. The Restlet library is said to be compatible with https, 
but due to time constraints and lack of functional examples, a quick-fix was necessary. Social 
Server is a service that freely wraps http services with https. Simple include the URL of the 
http app in Social Server’s Facebook app, and it will return a usable https URL to placate 
Facebook’s requirement. The only negative to this free service are the two ads placed around 
the app. Social Server has a paid option to remove this, however.
 
4.3.2 Hosting
We use Java’s portability to scale our service on-demand. Using Amazon’s EC2 servers, 
we can test on a free Micro Amazon AMI instance, then move to a highly performant Small 
instance for production. Amazon’s EC2 console is very convenient for this. With the click of a 
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couple buttons from this web-client, for example, the Small instance may be shut down and the 
Micro restarted. The console will also display information about the server, like the public IP, 
which is needed to ‘ssh’ and ‘scp’ to. This same public IP is needed for Facebook’s Developer 
app, too.
 
4.3.3 How to deploy
In the case of a setting up a new Amazon AMI server, ‘sudo yum install java screen’. 
Java is necessary for running the JVM, ‘screen’ is necessary to leave a command running, but 
be available to ‘screen -r’ to reconnect to it. These few of dependencies truly is convenient. A 
database does not even need configuring because it is all packaged in the jar file.
 
‘scp’ the resulting .jar file from ‘mvn package’ to this new server using its public IP. It will 
look something like:
 
scp -i ~/.ec2/kylpo.pem target/whovilleMaven-1.0-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar ec2-
user@ec2-23-20-75-170.compute-1.amazonaws.com:~/
 
Note the ec2-user@ prefix and using scp -i ...pem to login authorize. One more scp is 
required for the resources directory:
 
scp -i ~/.ec2/kylpo.pem src/main/resources/* ec2-user@ec2-23-20-75-170.compute-
1.amazonaws.com:~/resources/
 
This resources file is necessary to load in a specific properties file, which is essentially a 
file which Whoville uses to specify variables like the IP, app name, etc. The primary reason for 
this is to enable testing locally, which will be discussed soon.
 
The run Whoville, ssh into the server (similar to scp above), start a screen session, and 
run it with:
 
sudo java -cp whovilleMaven-1.0-SNAPSHOT-jar-with-dependencies.jar whoville.Whoville 
resources/server.properties
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If the output ends with “Press key to stop server”, it is running. Close the terminal to 
keep screen running the process.
 
4.3.4 Local testing
Another benefit to using Java is the IDEs that support it. For Eclipse, in particular, install 
the M2Eclipse plugin to import the Whoville project. Since it uses the resources/local.properties 
file by default, once imported, simple pressing ‘Run as... Whoville’. This will run Whoville as on 
localhost (Note: the database will also be created locally and can grow quite large). A Facebook 
app called whoville-alpha is already set it to serve the canvas of localhost. So add this app and 
access the local Whoville from within Facebook.
 
Arguably the most important benefit to running it locally with Eclipse is being able to 
debug with breakpoints. This has proven to be invaluable for truly understanding how Facebook 
and Whoville are communicating.
5. Overview of the Timeline App
Currently featured in Whoville’s App Community is my Timeline App. This is a third-party 
app (as described above) that takes a daily snapshot of all Whoville users and their profiles. It 
then visually displays the total number of attributes of the current user vs. the average profile. 
It displays these chronologically with the most recent day at the top. The look and feel was 
inspired by Facebook’s very own Timeline feature. In particular, information split down the 
center with an action of scrolling down the page, along with the color schemes influenced the 
feel of the app.
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Figure 7) Shows the current user’s profile attribute count on the left, number of total users in the 
middle, and count of average users’ profile attribute count.
 
In hopes of making this app more engaging, interactivity has been introduced with 
a hover effect from the mouse. When a mouse hovers over a row, it is highlighted, and a 
number (the count) pops up next to it. This effect, combined with scrolling down a page, and 
a future addition of a click event (to be discussed in Future section) gives Whoville something 
more “sticky” for a user to re-visit for.
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Figure 8) Shows the hover event, which reveals the current user has count = 5 and average 
user count = 2.63 with 8 users in the system.
6. Details of the Timeline App
The Timeline App was built with Whoville’s future in mind. It uses current industry 
techniques and tools, which are feature-rich, well documented, and active with plenty of 
examples. In particular, the whole stack of this app uses javascript--only javascript. From the 
database, to the server, to the client, it is done in this one uniform language. Not having a 
context-switch when switching from the server to the web client has felt like a luxury.
 
This app is also hosted on an Amazon EC2 AMI instance. It is running on a free Micro 
instance, and has shown no signs of performance problems. The app is composed of three 
pieces: the database, scraper, and web app -- all running on the same server.
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Figure 9) Shows how the modules of the Timeline App (blue) and how they interact with each 
other and Whoville’s public server (red).
6.1 Database
Understanding that the persisted model (a user’s anonymous profile) in this app would 
dynamically change and not be able to fit into a schema, a NoSQL Document Store was chosen 
for the database. The model is considered dynamic because Whoville simply returns the 
JSON representation of the anonymous profile, with no restrictions on what field or type will be 
returned. And because the response is in JSON notation, it made sense to use a Document 
Store, which itself uses JSON to store objects. This JSON-nature also makes using the models 
trivial from the javascript components, since javascript will automatically use it as a javascript 
object.
 
Mongo was selected for the database because it fit the requirements, is used in industry 
with a strong community, and has plenty of examples. The setup was painless, the performance 
is timely, and the javascript syntax stipulation was maintained.
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6.2 Scraper
The Scraper is a Node.js script that runs on a cron job. It uses the Flatiron library to 
painlessly handle command line arguments, and run actions based on those arguments. Here is 
the actual crontab job:
 
@daily /home/ec2-user/.nvm/v0.6.12/bin/node /home/ec2-user/scraper/app.js ec2-23-20-75-
170.compute-1.amazonaws.com all >> /home/ec2-user/scraper.log
 
This specifies the scraper to scrape all profiles (scraping just one is also possible) 
and log the output to scraper.log. Logging from Flatiron was enhanced with other debugging 
information to quickly understand where it went awry. 
 
The Mongo-Native library was used to interact with the Mongo database.  It is used 
to establish the connection and then write the JSON profile with a timestamp. This is done 
asynchronously, as node.js prefers.
6.3 Web App
The web app is also built with node.js, but is considerably more complex. It leverages 
Express, Backbone, and D3 libraries, and is made publicly available using Nginx.
 
Express is effectively a servlet for node.js. It serves content to localhost in a 
modular way. Similar to a more modern framework like Ruby on Rails, it has RESTful routers 
which are used to organize a response. There are two different types of routes in this app: 
routes that respond to a user’s URL request (or what was directed to from Facebook), and an 
internal API that returns JSON models. Each are publicly available, but the internal API is only 
used to populate models for the rest of the app. When Whoville hosts this app in its iframe, it 
sends a HTTP Get request to /users/{whoID}. Express sees this request and searches for a 
route and action to match this request. If not found, it will return a 404, but in this case, it is 
found, so it executes the matching function. In this matching function, which is wrapped by the 
router, is a mapping to a Jade template. Similar to Freemarker in the Whoville app, Jade is used 
as a template for interpolating variables into HTML and is much more maintainable; it supports 
features like template inheritance, loops, and logic. The internal API routes are used by 
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Backbone, which is invoked from within a Jade template.
 
Backbone has become a very popular javascript framework which effectively supports 
the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern. It is simply included in the HTML produced from 
the Jade template rendering, and provides Models, Collections, and Views. A model for this 
app is a single anonymous profile. A Backbone fetch() function is used to request a Model 
from Express’s internal API. Express then makes a connection with the Mongo database and 
returns the results of a any matching selections. A single model fetch() would return a specific 
javascript object matching a user ID in a specific timeframe. This single model fetch() could 
be done X times, where X is the number of total profiles in the database, but that would hinder 
performance. 
 
To address the single model fetch() inconvenience and limitation, Backbone has 
Collections. A Backbone collection is simply a set of models; it also has the fetch() method. 
When a fetch() is performed on a collection, instead of requesting Express to return one model, 
it returns multiple JSON objects and stores them as individual models. This app uses two 
collections: a User collection, and an Average collection. The User collection populates all 
models of a particular user (this is what will eventually be visually shown on the left of Timeline’s 
graph). The Average collection is simply every profile, not limited to one user (used in the right 
side of Timeline’s graph). This may seem like many steps to simply query a database, but the 
modularity and organization is truly helpful, and is performed expediently. 
 
Once both collections are populated, a Backbone View is constructed and the collections 
are passed into it. A Backbone View is essentially a combination of a Controller and a View 
in the classical MVC sense. It is in charge of assigning and handling javascript events (like 
hovering or clicking a mouse). And because the collections and therefore models were passed 
into it, the view is able to assign events to changes of a model or collection. For the purpose of 
this app, the view is mainly used to stitch together the models with D3.js.
 
D3.js is another very popular javascript framework and is used for visualizations. If D3 
were removed from the Timeline App, a blank screen would be presented to a user. This app 
sets up D3 in three stages. The first stage configures and draws its canvas (this is the blue 
background, the header labels, and sets up the dimensions of the graph). The second stage 
draws the bar chart in a very clever way. Ordinarily, a double bar chart would map to the same 
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x,y coordinate system (i.e. both boths of a row would only be on the right side). D3 allows 
CSS manipulations of content, so a transform effect was added to the user’s profile bar, which 
placed it directly left of the anonymous bar. It uses an individual model’s attribute count to size 
each bar and append a hidden label of the value of that count. The third stage adds the mouse 
hover-event to the whole graph. When the mouse hovers over a row, each bar DOM element 
is dynamically added a div class. This class is styled with CSS to show the highlight effect. The 
hover effect also unhides the count number which had been previously appended to each bar. 
An event is also invoked when the mouse leaves a row, and the DOM element is stripped of its 
highlighting class.
 
Figure 10) Shows how the intricate modules of the web app work together to produce the 
visualizations of the Timeline App.
Step 1: Express receives HTTP Get request and routes to a specific function which uses a Jade 
template.
Step 2: Within this Jade template is the inclusion of Backbone.js and public javascript to use 
Backbone. The Backbone Collection fetch() is used to request data from Express
Step 3: Express receives the request from Backbone and routes the request to a function which 
accesses profiles from the Mongo database. It returns these models as JSON.
Step 4: Since Backbone uses javascript, the return JSON are interpreted as javascript objects 
and stored as Backbone Models in the Collection.
Step 5: A Backbone View is created, and the collection is passed in to it. 
Step 6: Within the Backbone View, D3.js uses the collection’s models construct the graph 
through DOM manipulation
Step 7: Is page produced from all of the preceding modules.
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6.4 Development
The Timeline App is also hosted on projectlocker.com as two separate Git repositories. It 
is also available publicly on github for others to browse the source of at https://github.com/kylpo/
Whoville_Timeline_Scraper and https://github.com/kylpo/whoville_timeline. 
 
As previously stated, the Timeline App is hosted on an Amazon EC2 Micro instance. 
To get it running on a fresh instance, install node.js using Node Version Manager (nvm). Node 
Package Manager (npm) is required to handle dependencies, similar to how Maven is used for 
the Whoville project. Once npm is installed, download the dependencies with the command:
 
npm install
 
The app can now be run with command:
 
node app.js
 
But what happens if the service errors and is forced to closed? It should be 
restarted. ‘Forever’ is another node library which may be installed with `npm install -g forever` 
and used on as a command to keep the process running at all times. It will monitor the process, 
and invoke a new one if there is a failure. So instead of running the project with `node app.js`, 
instead use:
 
forever node app.js
 
This will serve the web app to localhost, but will not be publicly available. To access it 
publicly, Nginx needs to be configured to essentially port-forward port 80 to the node process.
7. Discussion
Whoville as a whole is a great start, but has not yet accomplished its goal of 
demonstrating how Facebook’s users and apps could benefit from anonymization. The 
foundation is ready, but it just needs more. More customizability and advanced anonymity, more 
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featured native applications to keep users active and interested in the project, more third-party 
apps to demonstrate the business case for other developers, and more users to improve the 
anonymity as a whole. This last point was Timeline’s target.
 
The Timeline App intended to show how the anonymous profiles of an individual and 
the collection of profiles as a whole would improve as more users were added to Whoville. The 
expected results of adding more users were something like an upside-down triangle. In reality, 
the opposite happened. As more users were added to the pool, the average profile attribute 
count decreased. Although the expected outcome was not produced, this became a great way 
to discover more about how Whoville is anonymized. Currently it scores connections based on 
how valuable a piece of information may be. Since many profiles have a sex of male or female, 
for example, the associated score with this attribute is lower than something more rare, like 
a liking a specific movie, for instance. The Timeline App shows a decrease in profile attribute 
count, but this is because Whoville is choosing fewer attributes for the sake of an overall higher 
score. This visual connection helps to make the anonymization process more tangible and will 
be discussed more in the Future Work section.
 
7.1 Positives and negatives of Whoville
Whoville and its apps are ready and waiting for a team to take it to the next level. It is 
scalable, functional, and operating on the latest technologies. A team is emphasized going 
forward, however, because this is an ambition and large project, and will need to be treated 
as such to take it out of research and into mainstream. It will need unit tests, proper logging, 
decoupling of code, and time. Working on the Facebook platform alone has taken significant 
time due to its somewhat frequent changes and lack of current examples, especially for Java.
 
Another serious drawback to Whoville’s platform is its dependency on personal 
information. Because it asks for all permission when setting up authorization for a first time user, 
and because of the nature of this project, even close friends of the team were unwilling to have 
their personal information collected. They have a legitimate concern; this will be addressed in 
Future Work.
8. Future work
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In the immediate term, the Timeline App would benefit from a mouse-click event which 
would expand a row vertically and reveal the contents of the user’s anonymous app. This would 
further improve its interactivity and make the whole experience worth returning to. It would also 
better aid the user in seeing how exactly their anonymous profile has changed through the 
addition of users, not just a vague attribute count. 
 
For the long term, making the Timeline App native and decoupling Whoville’s 
anonymization into separate libraries is recommended. Decoupling the anonymizer would 
enable more flexibility and interactivity for the Profile and Timeline apps. For example, a user 
would benefit from being able to change the anonymizer from the web client and see in real-
time what happens to their anonymous profile when they try K = 3, for instance. Since the 
Timeline App uses D3.js to visualize its content, it may be animated and changed without 
reloading the page. If the app were native, the user could change the anonymizer to see exactly 
how it affects him and contrast it with what happens to the average profile. This would further 
increase the interactivity and educational value of the app. 
 
Privacy issues are a legitimate problem for recruiting more users to Whoville. For this 
reason, an example application which generates fake profiles to be anonymized and shown off 
with Profile and Timeline apps is recommended. This way, when a user accesses the app, a 
random un-anonymous profile is assigned. It may then be anonymized based on X fake users, 
using Y anonymizer. The advantage here is twofold: it demonstrates the purpose and mission 
of Whoville without requiring commitment from a user, and it allows testing effectiveness of 
anonymizers with a variable number of user. This could be a launching point for why user 
should sign up for “the real thing” and gain traction.
 
9. Summary
This thesis described a framework to anonymize social media applications, like 
Facebook. It took into consideration the users’ desire for personalized content while maintaining 
privacy in a way that would not negatively affect the applications. The framework, named 
Whoville, acts as a middleman between Facebook and its apps: distributing meaningful 
anonymous profiles instead of private ones. This paper described the primary components 
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of Whoville in its current state: the anonymizer, native apps, hosting apps, and drilled into 
specific details of a 3rd-party app: Timeline. The goal of demonstrating its viability has not been 
accomplished yet, but its framework is built, and would soon be ready to go public with the 
support of a team.
 
10. References
Dr. Aaron Beach, “q-Anon: Rethinking Anonymity for Social Networks”, 2nd International 
Conference on Social Computing (SocialCom 2010)
- http://aaronbeach.com/publications/beachSocialCom10.pdf
11. Resources
Whoville App - apps.facebook.com/whofbapp
Facebook Developer App - http://developers.facebook.com/
 
Restlet - http://www.restlet.org/
restfb - http://restfb.com/
Social Server - https://socialserver.phpfogapp.com/
Amazon EC2 Console - https://console.aws.amazon.com/console/home
 
Node.js - http://nodejs.org/
Express - http://expressjs.com/
Flatiron - http://flatironjs.org/
Backbon - http://documentcloud.github.com/backbone/
D3 - http://d3js.org/
 
 
10.1 Helpful Tutorials
Backbone:
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http://coenraets.org/blog/2012/01/using-backbone-js-with-a-restful-java-back-end/
 
Node:
http://mattkopala.com/blog/2012/02/12/getting-started-with-nodejs/
http://blog.nodejitsu.com/writing-cli-apps-with-flatiron
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5849402/how-can-you-execute-a-node-js-script-via-a-cron-
job
http://blog.millermedeiros.com/node-js-as-a-build-script/
 
EC2:
http://catchvar.com/nodejs-server-and-web-sockets-on-amazon-ec2-w
http://iconof.com/blog/how-to-install-setup-node-js-on-amazon-aws-ec2-complete-guide/
http://ideasforbetter.wordpress.com/2011/04/30/install-node-js-on-amazon-ec2/
http://cuppster.com/2011/05/12/diy-node-js-server-on-amazon-ec2/
 
Mongo:
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Quickstart+Unix
http://howtonode.org/express-mongodb
 
D3:
http://vis.stanford.edu/jheer/d3/pyramid/shift.html
http://christopheviau.com/d3_tutorial/
http://mbostock.github.com/d3/tutorial/bar-1.html
http://www.jasondavies.com/d3-pyramid/
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